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Review: Full Issue

Mims, Hoel. The Twelve Dancing Princesses. Performance Publishing Co., 1976. $25.00. 37 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Toddler; Preschool; Primary;
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays; Fairy Tale Plays;
Subject: Drama--Reviews; Princesses--Juvenile drama; Fairy tales--Juvenile drama; Dancing-Juvenile drama;
Theme: Believe in yourself
Production Requirements: 4 sets, easy costumes, and magic
Acts: 1
Run Time: 40 min
Characters: 13 female, 14 male
Cast: children
The story begins with a young man named Noble traveling to see the king, who is
offering the hand of one of his 12 daughters to anyone who can discover where they spend their
evenings dancing. On the road he runs into Aunt Faith—a witch—who decides to help him by
giving him a magical cloak that makes him invisible. When Noble reaches the King, the King is
very disappointed that he has to give a ragged soldier a chance for the hand of one of his
daughters. However, his curiosity about where the girls dance every night overcomes him and he
decides to let Noble try. Noble tricks the girls into believing he is asleep, dons the cloak of
invisibility, and follows them to the magical dance. In the end Noble is given the King’s
youngest daughter Hope for the discovery.
This delightful short play has a very simple plot structure with exposition, rising action,
the climax, and dénouement. There are quite a few characters in the show, which could be good
for accommodating a lot of children in the show; if you are looking for a small cast, many of the
parts can be either combined or double cast. The sets are meant to be very simple and would
therefore be easy to construct and move. One thing that could be difficult is all the magic that
Aunt Faith uses, but the script deals with ideas on how to pull it off in the end production notes.
For example, it suggests using white talcum powder when Aunt Faith appears and disappears to
create the affect of magic being used. Other things to consider in order to produce this show are
how to provide the music for the dancing scene, and how to make Noble invisible. The music
should be simple enough to figure out. On the other hand making Noble appear invisible could
be a difficult task. Some ideas the book suggests are covering him in a neutral color such as
black, or using plastic and a spot light to create a glare. This play would be wonderful to
produce in an elementary school because the story teaches a good moral. The characters are all
simple and easy for children to understand and therefore play.
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Yolen, Jane. The Firebird. Illustrated by Vladimir Vagin. HarperCollins, 2002. ISBN
0060285397. $15.89. 1 v. (unpaged) : col. ill. ; 28 cm
Reviewer: AnnMarie Hamar
Reading level: Preschool
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Fairytales; Picture book
Subject: Fairytales—Juvenile fiction; Folklore—Russia; Ballet--Juvenile fiction; Books-Reviews
The Firebird tells the story of Prince Ivan and his attempts to rescue a princess and her
maidens from the evil wizard Kostchei. Using a magic feather and a golden sword from the
mysterious Firebird, Ivan slays Kostchei and frees the women.
This exquisite version of the Firebird combines elements of the original Russian folktale
with elements of the ballet choreographed by George Balanchine. Each double-page spread of
text and illustrations is divided into a top panel and a bottom panel. The top panel consists of
illustrations and text that tell the folktale version of the legend. The bottom panel displays the
corresponding scene from the ballet, depicting dancers dressed as the Firebird, Prince Ivan and
various demons. Vladimir Vagin's luminous illustrations are the perfect complement to Jane
Yolen's text.
In an author's note, Yolen explains the sources for the Firebird legend, as well as her
experience seeing the actual ballet. This book will appeal to those who love ballet.
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Wells, Rosemary. Timothy’s Tales from Hilltop School. Illustrated by Rosemary Wells.
Viking/Penguin Putnam Books for Young Readers, 2002. ISBN 0670035548 $16.99. 64 pp.
Reviewer: Jan Staheli
Reading level: Preschool; Primary
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Picture Book
Subject: Schools—Fiction; Animals—Fiction
For the Science Fair, Fritz wants to make a Superconducting Super Collider, and even
though he has many difficulties, he keeps trying. Nora wants to give a special gift for a birthday
party, even though her mama has no extra money this week. Shy, little Charles chooses to be an
eagle for Bird Week, and even when Claude tries to bully him out of his choice, he solves the
problem of an eagle’s scream in his own unique way. Doris loves
squeeze cheese for lunch and hitting at baseball, and even though she is big she discovers she is
just right the way she is. Timothy and Claude are assigned to be partners for Measuring Day,
and when Claude wants to be the boss and do it all himself, Timothy finds a way to share the
work and the fun. It’s Bug Week and all the children are going to dress up as bugs, so when
Grace finds she is allergic to her diaphanous dragonfly wings made of peacock feathers, she
learns that it is much more fun to share the spotlight than to be alone.
I will admit at the outset to a complete bias where Rosemary Wells is concerned. I love
her! And these six stories about the children at Hilltop School are, once again, right on the
mark. Gently, they tell of a child’s world, and a child’s concerns, and each story resolves simply
and satisfyingly. The lessons learned are valid and valuable: about friendship, kindness, feeling
happy about yourself, and not giving up. I highly recommend this book for young children, and
the parents who love and read to them.
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Rand, Gloria. Little Flower. Illustrated by R.W. Alley. Henry Holt & Co., LLC, 2002. ISBN
080506480X. $15.95.
Reviewer: AnnMarie Hamar
Reading level: Preschool; Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Humorous Fiction; Picture book
Subject: Swine--Juvenile fiction; Pets--Juvenile fiction; Book--reviews
Little Flower, a pot-bellied pig, knows how to get attention--she plays dead. Her owner,
Miss Pearl, is proud of the only trick her pet can do. Her neighbors are impressed too, except for
the haughty Highchews who live next door. When Miss Pearl falls and cannot get up, Little
Flower plays dead in the street until a driver stops and comes to Miss Pearl's rescue. The
neighbors, including the Highchews, call Little Flower a hero, and offer to look after her until
Miss Pearl recovers.
Little Flower is an endearing and sympathetic character. The ink and watercolor
illustrations are expressive and often humorous (imagine a pot-bellied pig trying to squeeze
through a doggie door). It did seem a bit odd, however, to end the story before Miss Pearl comes
home and is reunited with her beloved pet.
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Duffield, Brainerd. Alice in Wonderland. Performance Publishing Co., 1978. $35.00.
77 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Preschool; Primary; Intermediate;
Rating: Significant shortcomings
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays;
Subject: Fantasy fiction, English--Juvenile drama; Drama--Reviews; Children’s stories, English-Juvenile drama; Carroll, Lewis, 1832-1898--Juvenile drama;
Theme: You never know where a rabbit hole may lead
Production Requirements: A lot of elaborate costumes and sets
Acts: 3
Run Time: 1 hour
Characters: 20 or more
Cast: older children
Time Period: NA
Alice follows the white rabbit into a rabbit hole and is suddenly in Wonderland. While
there she meets quite a few people including the Mad Hatter and the Cheshire Cat, but nobody
can tell her how to get home. Alice also meets the Queen of Hearts, who wants to chop off her
head. Finally the Red Queen tells Alice how to get home, and she makes it just in the nick of
time.
This play would be extremely difficult to produce without a large budget for four reasons.
First, it requires quite a large cast, especially considering it is only one hour long. Second, the
costuming could prove difficult because so many of the characters are inanimate objects like
cards, or animals. The production notes at end of the play suggest that everyone wear a leotard,
tights, and a colored shirt as a base costume that should be added upon. The notes also suggested
using masks for some of the more famous characters like the Cheshire Cat. The third difficulty
has to do with the number of sets required. There are 14 different sets. Many of the fourteen sets
could be made simply, but others are very elaborate (such as the underwater scene), and would
require a large scene change. A fourth difficulty is in trying to direct such a large cast and to
keep everyone busy. This would probably have to be done by splitting up rehearsals into tiny
sections, which could prove long and difficult for the director.
If you feel you are up to the challenge of producing this play the story is very cute and
the characters are well developed, unique, and interesting.
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Houston, Velina Hasu. Hula Heart. 1996. 28 pp.
B+ K-3
Sean "Kilo" Hauptmann is a multi-ethnic seven-year-old boy from Hawaii who moves with his family to
Southern California. Although his study of authentic Hula was respected on the islands, he finds that the
mainland friends mock him for it. Sean finds a friend in Caleb, who comes from a similar cultural
background. Ultimately, Sean finds himself torn between his loyalty for Caleb and his native traditions,
and his Californian friend Julian and the pop culture which he embodies.
The script has its merits. The theme of retaining one’s roots is clearly established in the play. Sean’s
specific cultural conflict achieves a certain degree of universality. The visions of Laka, the Goddess of the
Hula, adds an interesting theatrical dimension to the piece.
However, the play paints a complex issue in rather simplistic terms. The plot resolves happily and
predictably. Rather than having to make a choice between two cultures, Sean is conveniently allowed to be
fully accepted by both cultures without the internal conflict that multi-cultural children must often
confront. The play reads like a promising early draft but could have benefitted from more development
before it was mounted.
This play is found in:

Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Bolt, Carol. My Best Friend is Twelve Feet High.
B+ K-3
This play revolves around five children who wrestle for control of their club and pursue several adventures
through creative play. Much of the conflict among the children revolves around whether Alice, the
youngest child, can be accepted as a full member of the group. Relegated to the role of "Mope the Dog,"
she soon discovers the dramatic possibilities of her supposedly subordinate character.
Creative play is naturally dramatic, and the basis of many published scripts. These scripts succeed best
when the creative play of the children rings true and when the characters and relationships change as a
result of the stories the children enact. In this play, the children are well drawn, and their efforts to control
the club and the storylines are very believable. However, while Alice’s struggle for acceptance resonates
in the beginning of the play, it culminates in a fairly trite and unsatisfying resolution. The songs in the play
do not advance the plot, but clash with the more realistic style of the club scenes. The interaction between
the children is generally more interesting than the stories the children create.
This play demonstrates the playwright’s sensitivity and insight into the lives of children and their creative
play. The characters are convincing, but the plot does not quite measure up to the characters who play it
out.
This play is found in:
Hamill, Tony, ed. CLASS ACTS: Six Plays for Children. Playwrights Canada, 1992. ISBN 0-88754-487-8.
376 pp.
A Various Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Bush, Max, with occasional music and lyrics by Dale Dielman. The Adventure of Treasure
Island. Dramatic Publishing Company, 1985. ISBN 0871298155. Contact publisher regarding
price. 69 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Primary
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Plays; Adventure Plays;
Subject: Drama--Reviews; Pirates--Juvenile drama; Adventure and adventurers--Juvenile drama;
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 1850-1894--Juvenile drama;
Theme: Never trust a pirate
Production Requirements: 3 somewhat difficult sets, easy costuming
Acts: 2
Run Time: 1 hour
Characters: 2 female, 8 male
Cast: adults
Time Period: Long Ago
This is the story of an adventurous boy, Jim, who lives by the sea and wants to become a
sailor one day. He meets an old pirate who asks him to keep a map to a pirates treasure safe so
that someday they can go and retrieve it together. Then the old pirate, Billy Bones, is kidnapped
by the rest of his pirate crew. Jim still has the map, so the town doctor volunteers to help Jim get
the treasure along with Captain Smollett. The doctor and captain accidentally hire part of the old
pirate crew as shipmates and discover the truth just in time to save themselves as well as the
treasure.
This play would be very interesting for older elementary school children, especially
young boys who enjoy adventure and pirates. The plot is very simple yet engaging. The action
keeps the audience’s attention especially during the chase scenes. The costumes should be quite
simple to create, as all that is necessary is pirate outfits and normal clothes for the other
characters. One challenge will be set construction and transportation. The first set requires a
room with a staircase, which could be difficult to transport if you want to move it quickly. The
second set would be on a boat, making it necessary to show that the boat is floating in water.
The third set is much simpler, with only is a deserted island with a cave. The play would be
easier to do with an adult cast because there is some sword fighting which might not be safe for
children. Other considerations include the fact that this play is written to be a musical, and that it
does not have a very clear message, so it is probably meant strictly for entertainment.
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Arnosky, Jim. Turtle in the Sea. Illustrated by Jim Arnosky. G. P. Putnam's Sons, 2002. ISBN 0399227571. $15.99. Unpaginated.
Reviewer: Cathleen Alton
Reading level: Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Picture books;
Subject: Sea turtles--Juvenile fiction; Turtles--Juvenile fiction
A mother turtle is swimming towards shore, looking for a place to lay her eggs. As she
drags herself onto the beach, her scars can be seen. The story of those marks becomes a
narrative history of all the things that can happen to a turtle (but probably wouldn't happen to just
one creature!) Shark attack, being hit by a ship, getting sucked up in a waterspout, and being
caught in a net--it seems a little much, and the message is heavy-handed. Noble Nature fights to
survive and reproduce.
The watercolor illustrations are mostly painted in a pastel palette, with one notable
exception, a beautiful orange and red sunset that is reminiscent of Oriental paintings. This is a
soft and somewhat sappy book, visually appealing but unoriginal.
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Howitt, Mary. The Spider and the Fly. Illustrated by Tony DiTerlizzi. Simon & Schuster, 2002.
ISBN 068985289. $16.95. 36 pp.
Reviewer: Robert L. Maxwell
Reading level: Primary
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Poetry; Picture books
Subject: Spiders—Juvenile poetry; Flies—Juvenile poetry; Books—Reviews;
Everyone knows "Will you come into my parlor? said the Spider to the Fly", but never
has it been presented like this! Originally published in 1829, DiTerlizzi's witty illustrations bring
the tale up to the roaring 20s, when silent movie stars reigned supreme, and in fact the black and
white illustrations recall a silent movie. The fly is a naive flapper, the spider a cruel villain of the
type that in other stories ties young maidens to railroad tracks. The cast is rounded out by a pair
of ghost bugs who try to warn the still-living fly away. Following a creepy dinner ("I've heard
what's in your pantry, and I do not wish to see!") the fly is at last lured into the trap and laid to
rest. If you're up to reading a creepy story and giggling at the same time (as my kids did), this
book is for you.
Included as an after word is a short biography of Mary Howitt.
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Lavender, William. The Invisible People. Anchorage Press, 2000. ISBN 0876024002. $50.
75 pp.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Moss
Reading Level: Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays; Fairy Tale Plays;
Subject: Friendship--Juvenile drama; Imagination in children--Juvenile drama;
Theme: The importance of friends
Production Requirements: 2 sets needed, costumes as you will
Acts: 2
Run Time: 60 min.
Characters: 2 female, 6 male, Chorus
Cast: children and/or adults
Time Period: Contemporary
Cindy is a little girl who has two imaginary friends. Her brother doesn’t believe in her
imaginary friends. Cindy makes her way to the village of invisible people where she is
kidnapped by a mean invisible general. Eventually she is freed and the general reforms,
becoming a nice person. Cindy then realizes she is growing up and her invisible friends are no
longer needed.
The characters in this piece, particularly the invisible people, are what makes this show
fascinating. They are funny and energetic and they drive the action of the play. The character of
Cindy is good and consistent until she realizes she needs to grow up. The change is very sudden
and rushed. I was slightly confused as I tried to determine the purpose of the play. The purpose is
not the need to give up invisible people, because the invisible people are too much fun. Nor is it
about the need to create invisible people because Cindy grows out of them. The basic theme is
one of friendship and the need for friends, but it is not very specific. The play moves between
Cindy’s real world and the village of the invisible people, so two sets are needed that can be
changed quickly. Some of the song numbers are weak and superfluous. However, the characters
are fun enough to make this play worth producing.
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McCullough, K.E. The Alphabet of Creation. Smith and Kraus Inc., 2001. ISBN 1575252538.
$15.95. 13 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays; Folklore;
Subject: Creation--Juvenile drama; Hebrew language--Juvenile drama;
Theme: How God created the world
Production Requirements: minimal set and easy costumes
Acts: 1
Run Time: 10 min
Characters: 25 m/f
Cast: children
Time Period: Creation
The Alphabet of Creation tells how God chose the Jewish letter to start the world by
logically going through each letter and reasoning why it should and why it should not be given
the great honor.
The play is very short and could be a good learning tool for children in elementary school
who are learning about Jewish culture and religion. The costumes are all very simple, robes with
letters and sandals. Sets would take very little work since the script suggests using a stage that is
bare except for posters of the Jewish letters posted in various places to make it more interesting.
There is very little acting in the show, as each character only has about two lines. I would not
suggest this as a good performance piece—it works better as a learning experience for the actors.
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Still, James. The King of the Golden River. Anchorage Press, 1992. $35. 45 pp.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Moss
Reading Level: Primary
Rating: Significant Shortcomings
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays; Fairy Tale Plays; Adventure Plays;
Subject: Environment--Juvenile drama; Dwarves--Juvenile drama; Fairy tales--Juvenile drama;
Ruskin, John, 1819-1900--Juvenile drama;
Theme: Be a good person and clean up the environment
Production Requirements: Simple to moderate costumes and sets
Acts: 1
Run Time: 30 min.
Characters: 18 male, 1 female
Cast: adults and children (with double casting as little as 6 characters may be used: 3 boys the
rest as you will)
Time Period: Long ago and contemporary
This play is bookended by scenes of a tour group looking over an industrialized valley
that used to be beautiful farmland. The body of the play consists of the story of a young boy with
two mean brothers. The young boy is paid a visit by the King of the Golden River, who tells the
boy that he can make the river golden. If three drops of holy water are thrown into the source of
the river, the river will turn to gold for him. The boy’s brothers find out how to turn the river
golden, try, fail, and are turned to stone. The boy tries and succeeds. When he gets home he finds
that his home is filled with wheat and treasures.
The bookends of this play have little connection with the rest of the play. They are also
overly moralizing and appear preachy. The characters are one-sided and not developed. There
are many characters who appear for a few lines, leave abruptly, and do not return. The dialogue
is very monotonous, as no character has a distinct vocal pattern and they all sound the same.
Though the premise of the plot is good, the story is drawn out with very little action. The cast is
huge and I would recommend double casting. The set, though most action occurs in one location
(the boy’s house), moves up and down the mountainside throughout the play. Some special
effects are needed. For example, the roof of the house blows off, and a golden mug is thrown
into the fire and turns into the King of the Golden River, a dwarf. This play could be used as part
of a “Save the Environment” presentation in an elementary school.
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Huling, Jan. Puss in Cowboy Boots. Illustrated by Phil Huling. Simon and Schuster Books for
Young Readers, 2002. ISBN 0689831196. $18.00. 40pp.
Reviewer: Donna Cardon
Reading level: primary
Rating: excellent
Genre: Fairytales; Picture book
Subject: Fairy tales; Folklore—France; Book—reviews;
In this Texan version of the traditional Puss in Boots story, almost every element has
been Texas-ized. The main character, Dan, is the son of a rodeo clown. His faithful cat courts
the favor of a wealthy oil baron. The cat outsmarts the "biggest, the meanest, the cattle
rustlingest, oil-guzzlingest outlaw of an ogre" and wins for Dan a large ranch famous for its
Texas barbeque. During the big "shindig" Dan proposes to the oil baron's artistic daughter,
Rosie May.
This tale is packed full of clever Texanisms and snappy southern dialog. Huling's playful,
full-page watercolor illustrations reflect the warm sunny desert colors. The characters are all
elongated Texas tall. This book begs to be read aloud with a strong southern accent. It is a fresh
and fun addition to any "Fractured Fairytale" collection.
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Whipple, Laura. If the shoe fits: voices from Cinderella. Illustrated by Laura Beingessner. Simon
and Schuster, 2002. ISBN 0689840705, $17.95. 67pp.
Reviewer: Donna Cardon
Reading level: Primary
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fairytales; Poetry
Subject: Cinderella (Legendary character)—Juvenile poetry; Characters in literature—Poetry;
Books—Reviews;
The Cinderella story has been retold thousands of times. This version adds some fresh
perspective on the traditional tale. In this, her first book, Whipple has written 33 free verse
poems each from the perspective of an individual character in the story. She gives voice to
characters that are usually unheard, such as the garden cat, the ball guests, the transformed rat
and even the glass slippers. The main characters also have their say.
The interest of this retelling does not lie in the quality of the poetry but in the variety and
originality of viewpoint. Kids especially enjoy the perspective of the less obvious characters
such as the cat, "In garden/ cat smells ratness/ finds swift bird/ slinks tall grass." Beingessner's
gouche illustrations compliment the text but add nothing new. This book is an interesting
addition to a Cinderella collection or a good springboard for a discussion of point of view.
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Slawson, Michelle Benoit. Signs for Sale. Illustrated by Bagram Ibatoulline. Penguin Putnam
Books for Young People, 2002. ISBN 0670035688. $16.99. 40 pp.
Reviewer: Donna Cardon
Reading level: Primary
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Historical fiction; Picture book
Subject: Fathers and daughters--juvenile fiction; Selling--juvenile fiction; Signs and signboards-Juvenile fiction; Books—reviews;
As a child Slawson spent a summer helping her traveling salesman father sell neon signs.
This book, inspired by her experiences, charmingly captures the feel of small town America in
the 1950's. It also shows a warm relationship between a daughter and her father. The main
character, a girl about 10 years old, discusses customers with her dad as they drive along country
roads in a convertible. They check on previous customers and make sure their signs are installed
correctly. Finally they tackle the toughest customer of all, Mr. Hanson. Even he cannot resist
the father's good deal and the daughter's charm.
This pleasant story is brought vividly alive by the masterful full-page artwork of the
Russian born Ibatoulline. The detail is exquisite, from the camera on the armrest of the blue
convertible to the apron on the cook at the diner. Teachers of any grade can use this book to
introduce the decade of the 50's. Grandparents will love sharing this idealized picture of the past
with their grandchildren. Anyone who reads the book will be hoping for more from both Slawson
and Ibatoulline.
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Weller, Michael. Dogbrain. 1996. 62 pp.
A- K-2
Nick is a six-year-old with an active imagination who refuses to take responsibility for his own misdeeds.
When Nick blames an imaginary character named "Dogbrain" for a hitting incident at school, Dogbrain
materializes and begins creating mischief. At first Nick enjoys the pranks of his new companion but
becomes more and more frightened as he discovers that he cannot control the creature.
This play is likely to be controversial and will evoke strong positive and negative response from
academians, public educators, parents, and children. One of the assets of the play, as well as one of its
liabilities, is the painful accuracy of the boys’ spiteful and "potty-mouthed" dialogue. From one
perspective, the play embodies a story and a language which are readily identifiable to the children in the
audience. From another perspective, it presents behaviors and actions which no parent or teacher would
want their impressionable young children imitating.
The subject matter and characters tailor this play to a K-2 audience, but the treatment of the subject will
likely alienate a large sector of its potential audience. At best, the play is reminiscent of the harshly
realistic child dialogue in Maurice Sendak’s controversial children’s musical Really Rosie. At worst, the
antics of the imaginary creature go unnecessarily far, as Dogbrain rubs Nick’s mother’s bottom, drives
Nick’s confused father into a mental hospital, and eats cat "poop" and live rats.
Perhaps the greatest virtue of the story is that Dogbrain is eventually suppressed but not permanently
defeated. "Goodybags," Dogbrain’s alterego, stuffs Dogbrain back inside of Nick, but Nick discovers that
Dogbrain can still reappear if he doesn’t control his own impulses. The story’s psychological realism
provides children with hope without the false expectation that self-control is ever easy.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Lofting, Hugh. Dr. Dolittle. Eldridge Publishing Co., 2000. Contact publisher regarding price. 79
pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Primary; Intermediate;
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays;
Subject: Animals--Juvenile drama; Drama--Reviews; Veterinarians--Juvenile drama;
Theme: Be kind to animals and they will be kind to you.
Production Requirements: 7 sets, fairly difficult costuming
Acts: 2
Run Time: 90 min
Characters: 11 male, 14 female, 28 m/f
Cast: adults
Dr. Dolittle loves to work with his animal patients more than his human ones so pretty soon
he no longer has any human patients. Then his parrot teaches him how to speak to the animals
and he becomes a full time pet doctor. The story follows him as he cures monkeys in Africa,
saves Long Arrow, fights pirates, and evades tax collectors back home.
This play has several things that could make it difficult to produce. First, the cast is quite
large, which could lead to difficult rehearsals. Second, many of the characters are animals, so
the costumes may be difficult to make. The book suggests using basic uniforms with distinctive
attributes to eliminate some of the stress. Third, there are seven sets, two of which are ships.
The sets may not be difficult by themselves but with seven sets there will be many scene
changes. The story however is quite interesting and would be fun for children to watch in
elementary schools. I definitely think it is worth giving it a try.
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Scieska, Jon. Hey Kid, Want to Buy a Bridge? Illustrated by Adam McCauley. Viking, 2002.
ISBN 067089916x. $14.99. 74 pp.
Reviewer: Cathleen Alton
Reading level: Primary; Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Humorous stories; Science fiction
Subject: Time travel--Juvenile fiction; Magic--Juvenile fiction; New York--Juvenile fiction;
Books—Reviews;
Joe, Sam, and Fred (the time-warp trio) are at it again. This time, Sam's new invention, a
Graphi-Sonic, combines together with the magic book that Joe received as a present from his
uncle. The boys--and their great-grand-daughters from the future--are inadvertently yanked out
of their own times into Brooklyn in the year 1877. As they try to set things right and ensure that
their futures will be the same when they return, they have some interesting adventures. My only
quibble about the plot development is that the title isn't consistent with the story. Brooklyn
Bridge is involved, but no one ever talks about buying or selling it.
Hey, Kid, Want to Buy a Bridge should appeal to a wide variety of readers. It
incorporates time travel, sports, inventions, history, and even a little fashion commentary (mostly
about the ridiculous appearance of bustles). It fits well into the transitory period between picture
books and longer chapter books. Black-and-white cartoon-style illustrations are randomly
scattered throughout the book, giving the eyes something entertaining to look at as the mind
plays with this funny story. With its humorous text and variety of characters, it will entertain
both boys and girls who are curious about the past, present, and future.
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Head, Faye. The Liberated Dragon. Performance Publishing, 1974. $10 for first show, $7.50
each show thereafter. 29 pp.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Moss
Reading Level: Primary; Intermediate;
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays; Fairy Tale Plays; Adventure Plays;
Subject: Dragons--Juvenile drama; Quests (Expeditions) --Juvenile drama; Princesses--Juvenile
drama;
Theme: Happy endings are a result of intelligence, courage, and friendliness.
Production Requirements: Setting can be simple or elaborate, suggesting fantasy. Costumes
medium to elaborate, two-headed dragon costume.
Acts: 3
Run Time: 40 min.
Characters: 4 male, 5 female
Cast: adults
Time Period: Once upon a time
It is Princess Rosemary’s birthday and her father, the King, has promised that she can be
married to one of the three princes who are courting her. However, the king does not know who
to pick and will not listen Rosemary’s opinion. Instead he challenges the princes. Whoever
brings back a dragon in two days can marry Rosemary. Two of the princes are afraid of the
dragon and run away. However, Prince Richard, Rosemary’s true love, courageously and wittily
encounters the dragon. He brings the dragon back alive and they all live in the castle happily ever
after.
This is a charming play. The dialogue is well constructed and flows easily, but do not
expect jokes or witticisms in the language. Some of the characters, such as the nurse and the two
princes who fail to meet the King’s challenge, are underdeveloped and forgettable. However,
other characters, like Prince Richard and especially the two-headed dragon, Penelope and
Hildegarde, are wonderful characters that capture attention and have vivacious personalities. The
play’s action increases when the story moves to the dragon’s cave and everyone is running and
fighting. The castle scenes focus more on dialogue.
The set is suggestive of fantasy and can be either simple or elaborate. The setting moves
from the receiving hall of a castle to a dragon’s den and then back to the castle once more.
Costumes can also be simple or elaborate, suggestive of any period. The costume of the twoheaded dragon will take some creative work.
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McCullough, L.E. Next Year in Jerusalem! Smith and Kraus Inc., 2001. ISBN 1575252538. $15.95.
15 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Primary; Intermediate; Young adult
Rating: Significant shortcomings
Genre: Plays; Historical Plays;
Subject: Herzl, Theodor, 1860-1904--Juvenile drama; Zionism--Juvenile drama; Jews--Biography-Juvenile drama; Drama--Reviews;
Theme: hope
Production Requirements: 1 set, easy costumes
Acts: 1
Run Time: 15 min
Characters: 8 males, 8 m/f
Cast: adults and children
Time Period: around 1900
Next Year in Jerusalem! tells the story of how Theodore Herzl worked to find a homeland for the
Jews in Israel. It tells dramatizes the organization of the first meeting of the Zionists. The play is a good
historically based play and could be used help teach the history of the Jewish nation. All of the main
parts are male actors, which could pose a problem with including women in the production. The script
uses many Hebrew phrases that may have to be translated to get the proper ideas across. The set should
be quite easy to construct as well as the costumes and props. Musicians are needed.
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Congdon, Constance. Beauty and the Beast. 1992. 51 pp.
A 3-6
Belle is a cheerful, industrious maiden who takes care of her three selfish, squabbling siblings. When her
widower father ventures to another land, he is sheltered in a castle belonging to an ominous beast who
releases him on condition that he send Belle in his stead. Belle, against her father’s wishes, goes to the
beast and, over the course of time, learns to love the creature whom she originally despised.
The dialogue of this play is rich and poetic and the characters of the father, the heroine, and the beast are
resonating. The adaptation retains much the strength of the original tale and would engage the adults in the
audience at least as well as the children.
However, the characters of Belle’s siblings, are drawn with cartoonish simplicity and while they seem
intended as comic relief, their buffoonery seems to belie the emotional reality of the main plot. When
Belle returns from the beast’s castle, she tries to assert herself and overcome the passivity which has made
her a slave to her family’s caprices. However, Belle backs away from her new-found power and never
fully achieves the transformation which she initiates.
The script demands extensive and expensive costuming, but the demands on other production elements are
more modest. While many scenes would probably have benefitted from the high production values of the
Children’s Theatre Company, the script generally yields itself to simpler theatrical solutions.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Umansky, Kaye. The Emperor’s New Clothes. A & C Black Publishers, 1997. 48 pp.
Reviewer: Anne Jacobs;
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Rating: Dependable;
Genre:
Subject:
Two escaped convicts try to swindle a vain and shallow emperor into buying “Polyfabuloso”
clothes—clothes that supposedly cannot be seen by stupid people. Of course, the cloth itself does not
exist, and the emperor finds himself in front of his townspeople in nothing but a tie and his boxers.
The play’s humorous story line is appropriate for young children and requires a very broad physical
style that, when performed with practice, could be delightful to select audiences. However, despite the
story line’s capacity to teach lessons about one’s character, this play fails to make a connection between
the story and what one could learn from it. The director would have to work hard to make connections to
the moral lessons embedded within the script.
The script provides detailed production notes and tips on how to create costumes, scenery, and props
with little or no budget, and also on how to conduct the auditions. It includes pictures and ideas for each
of the characters and the costumes, as well as ideas for dancing and music. Older children could easily
produce the play with relatively little help from adults.
The play has twelve characters—nine male and three female plus extras, and some of the roles can
be gender neutral. The staging can be as simple or elaborate as one desires.
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Wood, David. The Christmas Story. A & C Black, 1996.
Reviewer: Charity Anderson;
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Rating: Dependable;
Genre: Play; Christmas Plays
Subject: Drama--Reviews; Christmas--Juvenile literature
B+ 4-6

Reviewed by Charity Anderson

This simple play follows the birth of Jesus Christ using Joseph as the narrator. It starts with the angel
coming to Mary and telling her that she is going to have a baby. The audience is then introduced to the
Roman soldiers, the three kings, and the shepherds. In the second act we see Mary and Joseph traveling to
Bethlehem, paying their taxes, and then finding no room in the inn. It ends with the birth of Christ.
The cast size consists of twenty-four characters and a choir. Some parts are small and may be double
cast if necessary. The blend of music and acting is well done. The play starts and ends with the nativity
tableau. The play is well written and has a lot of detail. The author openly gives authority for changes
where desired.
At the beginning of the play the author said, “I have tried to combine the traditional elements of the
holy story with reverent humor.” This was not the case in some areas of the play. Not all of the humor
will be considered reverent by some audience members.
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Paynter, Gail C. Is It Soup Yet? Meriwether Publishing, Ltd. 1999. 24 pp.
Reviewer: Anne Jacobs;
Reading Level: Intermediate;
Rating: Dependable;
Genre:
Subject:
A clumsy witch places a spell on her princess granddaughter so that she can’t eat anything.
Unfortunately, the witch can’t remember how to undo the spell, but there is a catch: if the girl eats
something made from nothing, the spell will be broken. A pan boy agrees to do “the impossible” and
makes stone soup (something made of nothing). He succeeds by getting all of the ingredients from people
passing by.
This play is charmingly funny in places, and directors would need to employ slapstick techniques to
enhance the physical humor.
Directors would have to incorporate physical humor to compensate for the play’s simple plot if they
want to capture the audience’s attention. The sometimes witty dialogue makes up for the lack of creativity
in the plot itself.
The play requires audience participation, which is appropriate for younger children and will capture
their attention span for a longer period of time. It also teaches that one can accomplish the impossible if
one is clever enough.
Is It Soup Yet? has a cast of twenty-three characters, some of which can be double cast, and requires
at least eight females and seven males (the remainder of the cast can be either).
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Cullen, Lynn. Nelly in the Wilderness. HarperCollins Publishers, 2002. ISBN 0060291346.
$15.89. 184 pp.
Reviewer: Cathleen Alton
Reading level: Intermediate
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Historical fiction; Fiction
Subject: Frontier and pioneer life--Indiana--Juvenile fiction; Remarriage--Juvenile fiction;
Stepmothers--Juvenile fiction
When Ma dies and Pa disappears soon thereafter, Nelly and her brother Cornelius try to
stay alive in the Indiana wilderness. Even more threatening than possible starvation are the
words of the Indian agent at nearby Fort Wayne: "Once a trapper's woman dies, the trapper's old
family becomes a burden to him, so he goes off and starts a new one." Has Pa abandoned them?
Their worst fears are realized when Pa comes home with a new wife. Margery is a pretty woman
from the city, educated but unprepared to deal with the wilderness. Pa orders Nelly to teach
Margery simple tasks like cooking and spinning, and she reluctantly complies, swearing that she
will never accept this interloper. As Margery pluckily adapts to the rigors of things like cooking
possum stew, she finally earns Nelly's grudging respect. Through various adventures Margery
teaches Nelly compassion, love for beauty, and builds in Nelly the desire to learn to read.
Well researched, Nelly in the Wilderness convincingly portrays life in harsh circumstances,
while sketching a common story-- that of the child fearful of losing love to a new family
member. In Nelly, the picture is uncommonly well done, with original, believable characters, a
memorable setting, and some humorous moments (as well as some sentimental ones) combining
to add color and depth to this painting of American frontier life.
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Rodda, Emily. Rowan of Rin. Illustrated by Mark Elliot. Greenwillow Books, 2001. ISBN
0060297077. $14.95. 160 pp.
Reviewer: Seth Dixon
Reading level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Fantasy; Adventure stories
Subject: Heroes—Juvenile fiction; Fear—Juvenile fiction; Courage—Juvenile fiction; Book—
reviews;
Rowan is a small, shy, maybe even cowardly boy. He feels useless to his widowed
mother because he can't do any hard work, only watch over the bukshah herds. But there is
trouble in the Land of Rin because the waters that flow down the nearby mountain have
mysteriously stopped. The strongest and wisest people of Rin need to embark on a journey to
find out why the river from the mountain isn't running. In a seemingly cruel joke, Rowan must
accompany the bravest and strongest on the trail, for he is the only one who can read the
enchanted map.
The mountain is an evil, magical place, and one by one it defeats every member of the
party until it is up to Rowan to face the dangers of the mountain, and his own fears, to keep the
village and his family safe. This would be a good book to recommend to a 4th or 5th grade boy
interested in adventure and fantasy books.
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Jones, Diana Wynne. Witch's Business. Greenwillow Books, 2002. ISBN 0060087838. $17.99. 201 pp.
Reviewer: Cathleen Alton
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fantasy Fiction; Occult Fiction;
Subject: Magic--juvenile fiction; Witches--juvenile fiction; England--juvenile fiction; book--reviews;
What do you do when you're in debt and your parents cut off your pocket money to pay for a
broken chair? Jess and Frank decide to start a revenge business: Own Back Ltd. They will undertake
difficult tasks on behalf of those too scared to do so--for a small fee. Things are stirred up when the first
customer is the villainous town bully Buster Knell, asking for revenge against someone good. The
situation spirals out of control when, in two different plot twists, Buster and another client both involve a
witch, Biddy Iremonger. Buster wants the witch to affect a more complete revenge; Jenny (the other
client) wants a curse taken off. As the witch, Jess, and Frank head towards a showdown, the author raises
several interesting questions. Is revenge ever justified? Is a good deed still good if done from mercenary
motives? Does doing good ever pay?
As Frank, Jess, and their friends try to outwit Biddy Iremonger, they give a rollicking read that's
almost as good as a broomstick ride across the night sky. Plot and characterization are especially well
done, with each new development working towards a believable but surprising conclusion. This is a good
book, particularly for Halloween.
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Boiko, Claire. It's Revolutionary. Encore Performance Publishing, 1994. ISBN 1575140098.
Contact publisher regarding price. 34 pp.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Moss
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Plays; Historical Plays; Musicals;
Subject: United States--History--Revolution, 1775-1783--Juvenile drama;
Theme: The American Revolution
Production Requirements: Many scene changes and many costumes but they can be simply done
Acts: 3
Run Time: 70 min.
Characters: 68
Cast: children
Time Period: America 1770s and present day
A modern family waits for the Fourth of July Parade to begin and discusses the American
Revolution. They act as a segue way between the various sketches of the Revolution. There is a
fashion show, a baseball game, a family adventure, the Betsy Ross flag, and the Declaration of
Independence.
This would be an excellent play for an elementary school class or two or three to
produce. It is an engaging play with so many characters that each child could have a part. There
are large parts and small parts and with double casting, the number of students is extremely
flexible. While producing this play, the children learn about many aspects of the Revolution. The
facts presented are accurate and would provide an excellent learning opportunity. The dialogue is
informative and witty. There are jokes that would please a parental audience or an audience of
other classes. Some songs are involved, but most are to familiar tunes like Yankee Doodle or
Columbia, Gem of the Ocean. The sets and costumes could be simple or elaborate. There are
five scenes that could each have their own set or could be played against a simple background. I
would thoroughly recommend this play as a class production where students could learn about
the American Revolution in a new and exciting way.
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Boiko, Claire. The Neighs Have It! Encore Performance Publishing, 1994. ISBN 1575140098.
Contact publisher regarding price. 9 pp.
Reviewer: Elizabeth Moss
Reading Level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays; Historical Plays;
Subject: Horses--Juvenile drama; Automobiles--Juvenile drama; Inventions--Juvenile drama;
Theme: Automobiles are an inevitable invention
Production Requirements: Simple contemporary sets and costumes
Acts: 1
Run Time: 20 min.
Characters: 7 male, 2 female
Cast: 3 teenagers, 6 adults
Time Period: Contemporary
The world is contemporary with one exception. Instead of automobiles, horses are the
only method of transportation. A modern family discusses the use of horses, while the junior
high son tries to invent the automobile.
In a world without cars, the vocabulary is nevertheless influenced by an auto-driven
world. Most of the humor comes from that fact. There is a discussion of regular hay versus
superhay for feeding horses as well as how many miles per bale of hay a horse will carry you.
They also discuss types of horses, American horses, Japanese import horses, fancy Italian horses,
etc. Though there is humor throughout, the question of “why?” is always there. There is little
theme and it is difficult to see the point of this tale. The characters are stereotypical and
underdeveloped. The language is humorous but pointless. The costumes are simple modern
clothing. The set is one room of a modern home. If you wanted to produce a short play
discussing a world that was similar to ours in every way except using horses as transportation,
this play would be good to do.
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Rodda, Emily. Rowan and The Travelers. Illustrated by Mark Elliot. Greenwillow Books, 2002.
ISBN 0064410269. $5.95. 176 pp.
Reviewer: Seth Dixon
Reading level: Intermediate
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Adventure; Fantasy
Subject: Heroes – Fiction; Riddles – Fiction; Fantasy; Books – Reviews;
Rowan is a boy whom fellow villagers in the land of Rin view as just an ordinary kid,
despite his heroic exploits in the first book, Rowan of Rin. He is still small and sickly, just a
lowly herder of the Bukhah. But Rin faces challenges when a group of suspicious travelers visit.
All of the powerful and wise people are rendered helpless by some mysterious curse and Rowan
is the only one who can save Rin from destruction. Although he is afraid to face the dangers and
challenges that await him, he knows that everyone's life depends on him. Who can he trust on
his quest when there is reason to fear everyone around him?
The Rowan of Rin is a good series to recommend to fourth and fifth grade boys who
enjoy adventure and fantasy books and to young people seeking assurance that one can be small
but still make a difference.
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Heidi, Florence. Day of Ahmed's Secret. Illustrated by Ted Lewin. Mulberry Books, 1990. ISBN
0688140238. $6.99. 32 pp.
Reviewer: Seth Dixon
Reading level: Intermediate
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Fiction; Picture book
Subject: Cairo (Egypt)--Juvenile fiction; Work--Juvenile fiction; Literacy--Juvenile fiction
The Day of Ahmed's Secret really puts the reader in the life of a child in the Middle East.
The story follows Ahmed though the city of Cairo as he works to help support his family. His
secret, being excited to show his family that he can write his name, is a part of childhood that
transcends culture. At the same time, his name is written in Arabic, showing regional differences
throughout world cultures.
Great geographic content (importance of the Nile and Desert, activity of Cairo) is also
embedded in this book.
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Overmeyer, Eric. Duke Kahanamoka vs. the Surfnappers. 1993.
B- 3-5
A statue of the legendary Hawaiian hero Duke Kahanamoku comes to life and relates his story in
contemporary terms to a couple of Hawaiian children. The Duke was credited with restoring surfing and
its spiritual virtues to the islands after the activity was discouraged by early missionaries. Duke
Kahanamoku was an Olympic gold medalist in swimming and was later appointed Sheriff of Honolulu.
After narrating his background at length, the Duke recounts an adventure in which he thwarted a pair of
bad guys from stealing the surf from his islands.
The central character, who lived around the turn of the last century, is given a modern makeover, as are all
of the other personages in the story. The hip language and trendy costumes ground the historical/mythical
character in a teen pop culture setting. The story unfolds in the style of a Saturday morning cartoon, with
one-dimensional characters and a simple, predictable plot.
This play seems to have been created under the assumption that young audiences can only relate to a story
if it is told in a language and style which are already familiar to them. While that basic premise has merit,
this play was constructed with a narrow view of what children will find familiar and with what elements
they can identify. The style and story are more conducive to animation than to stage production and rather
than offering audiences a performance which is uniquely theatrical, it reiterates the kind of entertainment
which they experience abundantly on television.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Howe, Tina. East of the Sun and West of the Moon. 1994. 72 pp.
A 3-6
Tove is a maiden who takes care of her kind, injured father, a pair of sympathetic twins, four nasty
siblings, and an unkind mother. One day, Tove is approached by a polar bear who tells her that if she goes
with him, her family will become as rich as they presently are poor. Tove accepts the bear’s offer and her
family’s wishes are fulfilled. After a long and arduous journey, Tove finds herself in the bear’s palace
where against her oath, she listens to the handsome prince who sings beneath the palace. When Tove visits
her family, her mother convinces her to shine a light on the singing man. Tove does so, against the bear’s
injunction, and finds that she has banished her prince to a land east of the sun and west of the moon. Tove
bravely undertakes an impossible quest to reach this prison before her prince is forced to marry a troll.
The language and imagery of the play is remarkably strong and the story is well told. With the exception
of the polar bear, the characters are sharply dichotomized as either good or evil. Although few children’s
theatres have the budget or technical means to remount it, the script no doubt lent itself to a spectacular
production in Minneapolis. The play is epic in its scope and covers numerous locations with very specific
elements. Complex lighting is crucial to the journey sequences and elaborate costuming is required to
realize the vision of the piece. While the play must have been dazzling in its premiere, the script would
struggle to find a life beyond its original incarnation.
This play is found in:

Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Yolen, Jane. Sacred Places. Illustrated by David Shannon. Harcourt Brace & Company, 1996.
ISBN 0152699538. $16.00. 38pp.
Reviewer: Seth Dixon
Reading level: Intermediate; Young adult
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Poetry; picture book
Subject: Religious; Sacred space – Juvenile poetry
This book combines the strengths of the awarding-winning author and illustrator to create
a reverent, mystical feel on the first page. With an illustration of a single candle flickering in the
darkness we read, "Hush! This is a holy place." Through different poems, Sacred Places shows
how different places mean different things to different people. Still, they all have a unifying
theme of sanctity, respect, and reverence for what other people view as holy.
David Shannon is extremely versatile and shows it with his paintings: from Mecca to
Stonehenge, from a Shinto Shrine to an aboriginal holy rock formation the poems and
illustrations work together to capture the feel of Sacred Places all over the world.
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Medoff, Mark. Kringle’s Window. 1992. 68 pp.
B 4-8
Becka, a twelve-year-old computer whiz, heeds her friend’s advice and tells her eight-year-old sister
Boomer that Santa Claus isn’t real. Becka’s father, recently separated from her mother, tries to restore
Boomer’s belief by coming down the chimney in disguise. The plan fails but a mysterious homeless lady,
Mrs. Rosen, is able to convince both Becka and Boomer about the reality of Santa Claus and the magic of
Christmas.
The plot-line of this play is much too thin for its lengthy playing time. The script is replete with pop
culture clichés, repetitive dialogue, and static scenes. Mrs. Rosen, while quite charming as a character,
serves the un-needed functions as the mediator and moralizer of the story. The ending is predictably
sugary and the complex problems that have driven the girls’ parents apart are quickly resolved by a single
moment of shared laughter. The fault of this script seems to stem from a radical misunderstanding of the
dynamics and needs of young audiences.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Jenkin, Lee, adapted from a story by H.G. Wells. The Invisible Man. 1993. 66 pp.
A 4-8
A bandage-faced stranger checks into a mostly empty motel near a nuclear power plant. Jack Griffin, the
mysterious stranger, befriends the caretaker’s son, Jim Winters, who has recently lost his father. Jim trusts
and assists Mr. Griffin, looking to him as a father figure. Soon, Jack Griffin reveals his secret that, through
an accident at the nuclear plant, he has become an invisible man. As the play progresses, Jim begins to
realize that Mr. Griffin may not be worthy of his trust and must ultimately decide whether to believe the
man’s explanations or to turn him over to the authorities.
The play is suspenseful and engaging. Like the young protagonist, the audience must constantly
re-evaluate which characters can be trusted and who they hope will succeed. Mr. Griffin, as he is
portrayed in this script, is reminiscent of Long John Silver, who betrays the trust of another young Jim in
Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island. The conservative 1950’s setting serves the material well and
the structure of the piece is tight and economical.
While the play was relatively easy to mount at the Seattle Children’s Theatre, the stage magic of the piece
could be difficult to achieve. The multiple settings could be easily suggested by simple elements but it
would be difficult for all but a handful of professional theatres to execute the invisibility effects as written.
The text, however, is strong enough to stand on its own without the spectacle if simpler theatrical solutions
could be devised.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Wells, Allison. Music and lyrics by Bev Ross. Will Reese’s The Willow Princess. I.E. Clark Publications,
1999. 23 pp.
Reviewer: Nicole Marriott;
Reading Level: Intermediate; young adult;
Rating: Dependable;
Genre:
Subject:
B 5-10

Reviewed by Nicole Marriott

In the kingdom of Katzenfeld, the king’s evil advisor and his mother plan to take over the kingdom,
starting by tricking the king into giving Princess Willow to the advisor in marriage. The advisor and his
mother also plot to rid the kingdom of cats; however, a prince from a neighboring kingdom finds out
about the plot and saves the day. The advisor and his mother are banished from the kingdom.
This musical has clear-cut good and bad characters. When the king banishes the cats, it is not
because he is not a good character, it is because his advisor tricked him. The dialogue is fairly obvious
and rather cheesy, but young children will love it. The actors also talk to the audience, and most of the
songs they sing are not very original. However, some are quite amusing, such as the sneezing song in
which the princess finishes sentences as though she is sneezing. A younger audience would appreciate
this play more than an older audience, especially as much of it is interactive, and the characters call on the
audience to help and to sing with them.
The set could be done fairly simply; the costumes would be more difficult. Some sound effects are
called for, and there might be some difficulty with the need for kittens on stage. The cast is fairly small (2
F, 3 M).
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Mercati, Cynthia. You Gotta Charleston! Performance Publishing Co., 1979. $50.00.
67 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: Intermediate; Young adult;
Rating: Dependable
Genre: Plays; Historical Plays;
Subject: Drama--Reviews;
Theme: Watch out for the mob.
Production Requirements: Easy set, 1920's costumes
Acts: 3
Run Time: 1 hour
Characters: 14 female, 6 male
Cast: young adults
Time Period: 1920's
This is a light-hearted comedy full of humorous encounters and contrived situations. The
play starts in the 1920s at a college with the students going about business as usual preparing for
a dance. Pretty soon the rich kid, Tony, gets put under FBI protection against the mob because
his father has just caught their leaders. Then another person claiming to be an FBI agent comes
to campus to find Tony as well. Now the students must decide which one is the mobster and
which one is the FBI agent.
This play would be extremely fun and easy to put on. There are simple costumes, and
there is an even easier set. The entire show takes place inside the Alpha Mu Pi Sorority House,
which has basic furniture and special decorations for the dance scene. The only possibly difficult
thing for the set is a need for stairs up to the girls’ bedrooms. The cast would have to stay on top
of their lines to keep the show moving and to create the humor. A dance instructor must teach
the Charleston and the Shimmy to the actors, but they are both fairly simple dances and should
not be difficult to pick up.
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Noble, Dennis E. A Game. I. E. Clark, 1972. ISBN 0886800625. $10.00. 20 pp.
Reviewer: Connerley, Rebecca K.
Reading Level: Intermediate; Young adult;
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Plays; Contemporary Realistic Plays;
Subject: Drama--Reviews; Psychology--Juvenile drama;
Theme: The evil of greed and self-interest
Production Requirements: All that this play requires is a doorway, a chair, and taped off squares on the
floor.
Acts: 1
Run Time: 30-40 min.
Characters: 4
Cast: 4 adult or young adult males
Time Period: Contemporary
A Game begins comically with three men entering a room. They banter over what their names are
but are quickly sorted out as they receive nametags. They have an innocence about them. There is a
scientist, Henning, who explains that he is conducting an experiment and that is why they are there. He
tells them to each stand in a square and they are given a piece of paper that says, “This is my land. It is
beautiful, and it is mine.” They are instructed to recite this together whenever the lights come on. They
begin innocently enough but as the play continues we see the greed of human nature come to life as they
argue over territories and especially a chair that is located in one man’s “land”. In the end of the play, the
three are fighting violently over the chair and over the boundary lines when Henning returns. He tells
them that the game is over but they are so engrossed in their own greed that they can't understand what he
is telling them. They only thing that they can comprehend is that wherever he is standing, he is invading
someone's land. The play ends abruptly as they beat Henning with the chair.
This short play is extremely intriguing. It begins quite comically, a genuine slapstick farce and
then as the play continues, the action becomes more and more intense until it finally explodes in a terrible
tragedy. The play would be extremely easy to produce due to the lack of set and scene changes. There
are no elaborate costumes or props. The only lighting effect utilized is the lights turning on and off, which
only lasts for the first few minutes of the piece. This play explores the intricacies of human nature and
our innate need to own, to have something uniquely ours that no one else can have. It demonstrates our
greed. The play analyzes humanity as a whole, in that every human being has fought for something that
is “mine”. It is seen in children and in defending what we think is ours. We don't stop to realize that those
material things are “just a game” and will not last. The language of this play is ingenious and natural.
The audience is not given any background information on the characters but they are developed well
enough to create an emotional connection. This would be a wonderful competition piece or educational
theater project.
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Koste, V. Glasgow. On the Road! To Oz. The Dramatic Publishing Co., 1990. ISBN 0871291324.
61 pp.
Reviewer: Rebecca K. Connerley
Reading Level: Intermediate; Young adult;
Rating: Excellent
Genre: Plays; Fantasy Plays;
Subject: Musicals--Juvenile drama; Drama--Reviews; Baum, L. Frank (Lyman Frank), 1856-1919-Juvenile drama; Oz (Imaginary place)--Juvenile drama;
Theme: “Life is a journey, not a destination.” Dr. Jonas Saek
Production Requirements: This play requires very little set. Props and costumes are the main production
elements utilized in the play. Large, roll-on and off pieces could add weight and color to the set but are
not necessary to action. Costume changes are done on the set and all production elements are exaggerated
in style. Brightly colored lighting and other effects could be used to heighten the over dramatized feeling
that the show requires.
Acts: 2
Run Time: 90 min.
Characters: 6
Cast: 3 female, 3 male
Time Period: Contemporary
The play begins with a spotlight on an obviously inspired playwright typing away furiously. In
the rhythm of the typewriter he finds music and dance. Eventually he conjures up the characters of his
story (an adaptation play from the Oz books by L. Frank Baum). The characters come alive as actors
enter the stage of his mind and help create the Oz saga. Dorothy enters from the audience where she has
been watching Yotty (the playwright). Right before act two, Yotty attempts to take control of the creation
process and subsequently loses his “actors” and inspiration for a time. As the second act gets into swing
everyone is involved again. They escape from Mombi, build the gump, travel across the deadly desert,
and attend a party for Osma. The play ends as Yotty discovers the secrets of Oz and has the opportunity
to talk to L. Frank Baum.
This is quite a unique piece in that the audience watches a play being written and constructed
right before them. Even Dorothy, the main character, is plucked from among them. It is an extremely
lively and interactive play with lots of action and possible levels. The players and supporting actors take
on many different characters from the Oz books, which would be a great learning experience in
characterization for any young actor. The story line can be very complicated or even difficult to
understand for anyone unfamiliar with the Oz series. The language is fun and fast-paced. Various popculture references and tunes are sure to make any audience chuckle. Production would be relatively
simple, as props and costumes constitute a majority of the set. The Land of Oz is a fairytale land that we
are seeing through the imagination of the playwright Yotty as he types away, so any production elements
would be large, over exaggerated and deliberate. The audience can and should be shown scene, costume,
and makeup changes. This is a lovely, fun play.
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York, Y., adapted from the novel by Elizabeth George Speare. The Witch of Blackbird Pond. 1996. 85 pp.
A 7-12
Kit is a well-educated, intelligent, and free-spirited seventeen-year-old who ends up living in a Puritan
village in Connecticut. She unwittingly brings the ire and the suspicion of the village upon her as she
parades about in fine dresses, reads her secular books, swims in the water, and befriends a banished healer
woman who is believed to be a witch.
Kit is one of the most realistic adolescent characters ever created for the stage. Her caprices and charisma
will endear her to modern teenagers. Kit’s naiveté and spontaneity unwittingly brings about accusations of
witchcraft. Kit is not cruel but she is careless and even childish at times. However, her actions plunge her
headlong into adult consequences.
Kit embodies the adolescent virtue of being able to look beyond things that the adult society has come to
accept. Against the dire warnings of the villagers, Kit meets and befriends Hannah Tupper, the alleged
"witch" who lives at Blackbird Pond. Kit’s lack of foresight in using her knowledge of herbal medicine to
alleviate a plague of scarlet fever provides redemption for the superstitious villagers but peril for Kit and
for Hannah who taught her the cures.
In the past action of the play, Kit made one very selfish mistake: she sold her bondswoman in Barbados in
order to pay her passage to Connecticut. Kit redeems herself at the end of the play, deciding to fill her
bondswoman’s term herself. Forces intervene which release her from that necessity, but it is important to
note that Kit has grown from expedient egoism to ethical empathy and that she is committed to taking
actions which benefit not only her but others around her.
While Kit is able to escape from death, the dangers she faces and the risks she takes are very real. Despite
the intense pressure to conform, Kit remains true to her crystallizing personality while learning to
comprehend, if not accept, a world view that runs contrary to her own. Kit could well become a model for
the next generation of adolescent protagonists.
This play is found in:
Jennings, Coleman A. Eight Plays for Children: The New Generation Play Project. University of Texas
Press, 1999. ISBN 0-292-74056-5 cloth, 0-292-74057-3 paperback. $44.95 cloth, $19.95 paperback. 479
pp.
A Reviewed by John D. Newman
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Redmond, Diane. The Odyssey. A & C Black, 1998. 48 pp.
Reviewer: Arit Woolf
Reading Level: Young adult;
Rating: Excellent;
Genre:
Subject:
A 7-11

Reviewed by Arit Woolf

This retelling of Homer’s The Odyssey starts directly after the Greeks conquered the Trojans in the
ten-year Trojan War. Odysseus, a Greek hero, is ready to go home to Ithaca to be with his wife, Penelope,
and his son, Telemachus.
This play covers his ten-year journey home, which includes all the adventures and challenges
Odysseus and his crew had to face. Poseidon, the god of the sea, is determined to prevent Odysseus and
his crew from returning home while Athene, goddess of wisdom, is determined to help them reach their
destination. They face Polyphemus the Cyclops, Circe the witch, Scylla the six-headed monster, the
Sirens, Charbydis the deadly whirlpool, Apollo’s sacred bull, and a trip down to Hades. Finally, at the end
of the play, Odysseus returns home to find suitors fighting over his wife. Knowing he has returned,
Penelope sets up a challenge for her suitors which Odysseus wins and thereafter reclaims his wife and
throne.
This is a useful, simple, straightforward play to help children understand and enjoy Homer’s epic
story, The Odyssey. Redmond sets the play up so it is very simple for directors to put together during the
production process as well. She includes detailed descriptions of various ways to stage the performance,
scenery and props, lighting, casting and auditions, the main characters, the stage management team,
costumes, music, and sound effects. Every scene has a title and specific location. The play consists of
twenty-five plus actors and last about forty-five to fifty minutes.
The play is not only a great play to teach children about Greek mythology but also helps evoke
different emotions in both actors and audiences. There are moments when actors will scream and shout,
and others when they will need to be silent and thoughtful. There are moments that are hilarious and
others that are more emotional. Only one thing may need to be considered about this play, and that is that
it can be a little violent at times. There are just a few moments when things are a little gruesome, but that
comes with the nature of Greek plays and can always be toned down depending on how the director
handles it.
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Dietz, Steven. Still Life with Iris. 1997. 60 pp.
A

Still Life with Iris is an imaginative jaunt through Nocturno, a world parallel to our own where the
things we enjoy every day are created and perfected--the inhabitants busily paint spots on ladybugs, rope
the moon to pull it in at daybreak, and teach the wind to whistle. All the citizens of Nocturno wear brightly
colored "PastCoats." These garments hold within them the memories of their owners. A small tear or lost
button may cause the wearers to forget trivial facts; however, if the owners were to lose their coats
entirely, they would lose all of their memories--literally their whole identity. Near the land of Nocturno is
the Great Island, residence of the Great Goods, rulers over Nocturno and its residents. The Goods
compulsively gather one of every thing in their world--the very best one.
In their search to have the best of everything, they decide they must have Iris, a young girl from
Nocturno whose mother teaches the wind to whistle and whose father used to rope the moon, until he
mysteriously disappeared when Iris was just a baby.
Dietz has succeeded in writing a story that journeys into, around, and through the imagination as
blithely as a child set free in a meadow. His parallel world of Nocturno is full of imaginative people and
unique objects ranging from flower painters and thunder bottlers to individually counted leaves and great
barrels of rain. Iris’s journeys take us from the secure happiness of a safe childhood, through the terror of
losing her mother, into the confusion of not knowing who she is herself, and finally back to a world where
her family is complete and safe once more. In many ways, it is a journey of self-discovery in which Iris
realzes the power of her own inner strength and rediscovers the love of family and friends. The play
requires nine actors, four women and five men, who play twenty-four entertaining characters. The set must
be flexible in order to represent numerous locations with minimal effort.
This play is found in:

Frockt, Deborah Lynn. Seattle Children’s Theatre: Six Plays for Young Actors, Volume II. Smith and
Kraus, 2000. ISBN 1-57525-158-2. $16.95. 295 pp.
* 8+ Reviewed by Allison G. Belnap
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Hischlak, Thomas. Molière's Tartuffe. Pioneer Drama Service Inc., 2001. Contact publisher
regarding price. 38 pp.
Reviewer: Lena Wagner
Reading Level: All
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Plays; Humorous Plays; Historical Plays;
Subject: Molière, 1622-1673--Juvenile drama; Drama--Reviews; French drama (Comedy)-Juvenile drama;
Theme: Hypocrisy
Production Requirements: 1 set, period costumes
Acts: 1
Run Time: 40 min.
Characters: 6 female, 7 male
Cast: adults
Time Period: Neo-Classical France
Tartuffe is a hypocrite who has pulled the wool over Orgon’s eyes, leading him to believe
that Tartuffe is really a very holy man. Tartuffe manages to wiggle his way into all of the family
affairs including Marianne’s engagement, which he thwarts so that he can marry her. The play
shows how Orgon’s entire household pulls together in order to show what kind of person
Tartuffe really is, in order to convince Orgon to get rid of him.
This play is a wonderful adaptation of Molière’s original farce. The witty dialogue and
constant scheming make the story very enjoyable for audiences of all ages. It would be
especially useful to introduce younger audiences to French neo-classical theatre. The language
has been changed to make it easier for a modern audience to understand. The message however
remains the same. In general the play would be very simple to produce. All of the action takes
place in the same place, and producers would only need to construct one simple set. The
costuming should also be simple—each character really only needs one costume because
everything happens within 24 hours. I highly recommend this text to anyone looking for a good
solid play for all ages.
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Buck, Pearl S. Christmas Day In The Morning. Illustrated by Mark Buehner. HarperCollins
Publishers, 2002. ISBN 0688162681. $18.89. 32 pp.
Reviewer: Gabi Kupitz
Reading level: All
Rating: Outstanding
Genre: Christmas; Parent; Picture book
Subject: Christmas—Fiction; Farm life—Fiction; Books—Reviews;
At four o'clock on Christmas morning a middle-aged man reminisces about a Christmas
morning years ago when, as a teenager on his father's farm, he left the comforts of his bed to
milk the cows as a present to his father.
The love he feels while performing this three o'clock secret act of service for his father
almost causes the boy's heart to burst! After milking the cows, the boy slips back into his room.
Under his covers, he hears his father call to him. It is four o'clock on Christmas morning--time
to milk the cows. In a few minutes, the father and son are locked in an early morning hug as the
grateful father returns from the barn to thank his son for completing all the chores. The younger
children are awake. The father realizes that his farm chores have always prevented him from the
Christmas day morning scene when children first see the Christmas tree. But not this year.
Thanks to his son, the entire family experiences Christmas morning together.
Buck's lyrical text and Buehner's bold art pay homage to family--and gifts money can't
buy. First published in 1955, this edition includes a foreword from Buehner about the Christmas
in 1995 when two of his own children, in response "to their hearing 'Christmas Day in the
Morning' in church" surprised their parents with an early Christmas morning gift.
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